
In 1965 Glauber Rocha, one of the founders of
Brazilian Cinema Novo, wrote:

Thus, while Latin America laments its
general misery, the foreign onlooker
cultivates the taste of that misery, not as a
tragic symptom, but merely as an aesthetic
object within his field of interest. The Latin
American neither communicates his real
misery to the ‘civilised’ European, nor does
the European truly comprehend the misery
of the Latin American. This is the
fundamental situation of the arts in Brazil
today: many distortions, especially the
formal exoticism that vulgarises social
problems, have provoked a series of
misunderstandings that involve not only art
but also politics. For the European observer
the process of artistic creation in the
underdeveloped world is of interest only
insofar as it satisfies a nostalgia for
primitivism.1

Rocha identified foreign audiences’ consumption
of Latin American misery as their ‘nostalgia for
primitivism’ at a time when the availability of
such films was limited. Cinema was one of the
media that constructed a view of the
underdeveloped world but the European and
North American audience for the new Latin
American cinema of the 1960s was a confined

one. Films from national cinemas in a foreign
language dealing with the social problems of the
so called Third World did not receive wide
distribution and were seen mainly by art house
intellectuals and left wing film societies. The
huge success of City of God reflects the
popularity of a resurgent Latin American cinema
in the twenty-first century. Mainstream
audiences have flocked to films that are labelled
‘la buena onda’ (‘the good wave’), including
Amores Perros (Alejandro Iñárritu, 2000
Mexico), Y Tu Mama Tambien (Alfonso
Cuaron, 2001 Mexico) and The Motorcycle
Diaries (Walter Salles, 2004, USA / Germany /
UK / Argentina). They seem set to rival the
popularity enjoyed in recent years by Asian films,
especially those from Hong Kong, reflecting the
increasing globalisation of cinema.

The high profile that the films of ‘la buena onda’
enjoy can be seen to reflect both their difference
and their similarity to Hollywood. City of God’s
comparison with the films of Martin Scorsese
and Quentin Tarantino stresses its similarity to
the Hollywood model. On the other hand critics
have written of the film’s depiction of Brazil’s
social problems as locating its roots in Cinema
Novo. Much of the debate about the film centres
on this duality – on the one hand provoking
praise for its hard-hitting depiction of life in the
favelas but on the other being accused of
voyeurism in its depiction of violence. The
flamboyant and stylish spectacle has been
criticised as using a nation’s poverty as
entertainment, with the audience positioned as
passive spectators of ghetto culture, its misery
made palatable through MTV tricks.

The reception of the film
City of God did not take long to build itself an
audience and critical acclaim. It made an
immediate impact in May 2002 at the Cannes
Film Festival where Andrew Pulver of The
Guardian hailed it as ‘straight-out-of-the-box
masterwork’.2 At the London Film Festival in
October/ November 2002 The Guardian’s Peter
Bradshaw was equally enthusiastic, describing it
as a:
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strongly emotive experience…One of the
most exciting, powerful and moving
examples of New Latin American Cinema…
thrilling and sophisticated filmmaking.3

Nev Pierce, in the BBC Film Review,
continued the superlatives:

Cinema doesn’t get more exhilarating than
this.4

Released in the UK on 3 January 2003 it
played on 76 screens and took £307,177 in its
first weekend.

The critical praise continued:

Run, don’t walk to the cinema, is all I can
say…It’s a movie with all the dials cranked
up to 11, an overwhelming intoxicating
assault on the senses, and a thriller so
tense that you might have the red seat
plush in front of you – or even some
unfortunate’s hair – gripped in both fists.
(Peter Bradshaw)5

This broad canvas brings a real sense of
history…. bravura film making. (Paul Julian
Smith)6

Had City of God opened last week it would
have been on my 10 best list of 2002. It will
be a remarkable year that keeps this film
off anyone’s 2003 list. (Philip French)7

An intoxicating shot of cinematic
adrenaline. (BBCi Films)

The Edinburgh University Film Society placed
it as their number one film:

Superlatives should not be restricted when
describing this marvellous piece of
filmmaking…City of God is a tour de force
and the greatest film of the year by miles.
(Chay Williamson)

Other critics were even more direct:

If the first five minutes of City of God don’t
suck you in, it’s time to scoop out your
eyes and get new ones. (Sick-boy.com)

In the US it was first seen at the Telluride Film
Festival in August 2002. Its initial release on 17
January 2003 was limited to a mere 5 screens,
and took $114,442. The rave reviews –
‘Experience this devastating movie’ (New York
Times), ‘A masterful symphonic piece of work’
(Boston Herald), ‘You’ll be left reeling’ (Vanity
Fair Magazine), ‘A fierce seductive enthralling
trip’ (Time Magazine), ‘Sizzling. An absorbing
epic’ (US Weekly), ‘An action movie that moves
like a rocket. City of God sizzles’ (San Jose
Mercury News) – provided a platform for a
wider, if still very limited, release. In four weeks
it was showing on 30 screens with takings of
$1275,136. Eighteen months later the film had
accumulated a gross of $7,563,397, over twice
its estimated budget. At the 76th Academy
Awards in February 2004 it won Best
Cinematography, Best Editing and Best
Adapted Screenplay nominations. Fernando
Meirelles was nominated for Best Director.

In Brazil the film was released in September
2002. In three months it had attracted an
audience of 3.2 million, a record for a Brazilian
film. Its unprecedented popularity earned it a
second release in February 2004. The film
provoked debates, encouraged by Meirelles’
visits to universities and unions. During the
2002 Brazilian Presidential Campaign the film
was shown to the Brazilian cabinet. The
successful candidate, Luiz Ignacio Lula da Silva,
told Meirelles that the film changed his
policies. This can be compared with the special
screening for the French Cabinet of La Haine
(Mathieu Kassovitz, 1995) by the French Prime
Minister Alain Juppé to highlight the problem
of unemployment and deprivation in the Paris
suburbs.
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City of God: An
international film
City of God is an example of Brazilian national
cinema. It is also an international film that
secured worldwide distribution through
Miramax, a major distributor. As noted, it
illustrates the comparative accessibility of
World Cinema, a label that previously denoted
only a limited distribution in art cinemas of
films made known through their success in film
festivals. Its success can be examined through
its relationship to mainstream cinema in terms
of production values, genre and narrative. In
examining its popularity, especially among film-
goers between 18 and 25, it is necessary to
consider how far City of God (and other ‘good
wave’ films) use recognisable genre features and
transport them to different and more colourful
locations. However recognisable these genre
features might be the themes of the film and
concerns of the characters are in many ways
very specific to their setting. The reputation
gained by City of God was for much part that
of a film that reveals the true facts about
poverty in the slums of Rio de Janeiro and the
endemic nature of the violence that
accompanies it. Given the publicity it received,
the nature of some of the rave reviews and the
stated intention of the film-makers it can be
studied as a political film with a message. At
the same time it relies heavily on the
artificiality of cinematic techniques and a
complex narrative structure, not the realist style
formerly associated with films about social
deprivation. As such it enters into the debate
around the form that a film’s messages should
take, and whether such films should contain
suggestions as to the possible origin and
remedy of the social inequality they represent.
It also becomes part of an enquiry very
pertinent to much media product in the 21st
century, about the nature of film-making and
responsibility of the film-maker. The response
of the audience in the developed world raises
the question as to whether the violence and
poverty of the underdeveloped and exploited
world can be used as ‘aesthetic objects’,

components in our ongoing search for
entertainment.
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2.1 STUDYING
WORLD CINEMA

Cinema is, first and foremost, the
projection of a cultural identity, which
comes to life on the screen. It mirrors, or
should mirror, this identity. But that is not
all. It should also ‘dream’ it. Or make it
flesh and blood, with all its contradictions.
Unlike Europe, we are societies in which
the question of identity has not yet
crystallised. It is perhaps for this reason
that we have such a need for cinema, so
that we can see ourselves in the many
conflicting mirrors that reflect us. (Walter
Salles)8

Cinema is an incomparable vehicle for the
assertion of cultural idiosyncrasy and the
presentation of difference in a world where
cultural variety is being rapidly assimilated
into deadening, dehumanising monotony.
(Julianne Burton)9

World Cinema as Art
Cinema
The study of World Cinema is, more often
than not, a study of national cinemas, and the
different cultural identities that these reflect.
These studies, however, have their roots in an
individual rather than a collective identity as
some of the first critical writings on such
cinemas were around authorship. European
and Asian directors such as Eisenstein, Renoir
and Kurosawa were seen to be free of the
constraints of the Hollywood Studio System
and thus able to create personal works of art.
Other critics considered World Cinema in
terms of the important and influential film
movements that developed outside the USA
such as Italian Neo-Realism or the French New
Wave. These were examined through their sense
of ‘difference’, both from Hollywood styles and
conventions and from each other. Considered
as high art rather than popular culture they
projected an ‘authentic’ cultural identity.

The study of World Cinema as ‘author’s’
cinema with a fixed and unchanging meaning
allowed it to be one of academic rigour using
terms drawn from literary and artistic criticism.
In order to fully understand and appreciate
films as artistic masterpieces it was deemed
necessary to acquire knowledge of their
cultural, if not their spoken, language. Films
from national cinemas played to an elite
audience who were educated to appreciate
World Cinema as Art Cinema. Subtitles and
‘serious’ themes were supposedly an
insurmountable barrier to mass appeal, an
indication of their artistic status as ‘great
works’. The productions that received
distribution to an international audience were
those that had won awards at film festivals, not
those that had necessarily drawn a popular
audience in their own country of production.
As a reflection of a particular country’s cultural
identity they were that of a minority. Also those
living outside the circumstances and even the
countries where such films were made often
decided what was ‘national’ about such
cinemas, what themes and images could
represent them.

National cinema and
national culture
The importance of cinema as both a reflection
of national culture and also as a contributor to
the shaping of a nation’s culture is not
contested. Its significance as a constructor of
national identity is for both the home and the
‘foreign’ audience. An illustration of this can be
found by looking at the role played by British
films during World War II. The Heart of
Britain (1941), one of the documentaries made
by Humphrey Jennings for the Crown Film
Unit, constructed a national identity for three
very different audiences. It showed the British
that they were indeed courageous and
resourceful and capable of withstanding the
enemy. It communicated this spirit to the USA
to persuade them that if they joined the war
they would be fighting to help preserve such
values. Lastly it informed the Nazis that their
attempts to bomb Britain into surrender would
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not succeed. Today it provides us with a way of
accessing what we consider it was like to be
British during the Blitz. It offers us a mediated
glimpse of our history.

Visibly representing
nation
Ideas about cultural and national identity
crystallised in the nineteenth century when
nationalism was an important concept. This
becomes a key component of much nineteenth
century art where paintings were able to ‘dream’
a particular identity using visual signifiers of
collective abstract ideas. Works such as The
Haywain (John Constable, 1821, London
National Gallery), Liberty Leading the People
(Eugène Delacroix, 1830, Paris Louvre), Fur
Traders Descending the Missouri (George Caleb
Bingham, c.1845, New York Metropolitan
Museum of Art) each projected a particular
distinctiveness – England’s ‘green and pleasant
land’ untouched by the ravages of the Industrial
Revolution, France as the birthplace of
revolution whose citizens would take arms to
maintain it, American pioneering spirit and the
life of the frontier. In the twentieth century
cinema took over the task of visually
representing national distinctiveness formerly
illustrated by such paintings.

By way of contrast the twenty-first century has
been proposed as the era of post-nationalism
where individuality and distinctiveness are no
longer paramount. National media (such as
newspapers and TV) that construct a view of
‘their’ world has been superseded by global
media (internet and satellite). These instantly
transmit a flow of digital images to those who
possess the hardware and have access to electric
power, who can then take part in a globalised
real-time interaction. Group identity becomes
much more fluid as new technology encroaches
former boundaries. Information as well as
people, capital and commodities circulate freely
across the borders of the developed world.
National studies are being replaced by
transnational ones.10

Globalisation: A
contested concept?
To the majority of British film-goers, made
more familiar and comfortable with American
culture than they often are with their own,
Hollywood films appear to be the natural way
for a story to be told. Their mass appeal was
developed from the beginning as entertainment
cinema made for a multilingual, multi-national
audience. We can say that Hollywood films
have had the ability to cross borders since their
early silent days. This suggests that the term
‘transnational cinema’ could have always been
applied to it. This hybrid model, however
circumspect, can be seen to be forever renewing
itself and, in doing so, maintaining its
dominance. The cross fertilisation of film-
makers, styles, themes and stars who have
worked in the USA (such as F.W. Murnau in
the 1920s, Fritz Lang in the 1940s, Douglas
Sirk in the 1950s, John Woo in the 1990s) has
contributed to the richness and longevity of the
Hollywood film.

We might argue that the international images
we now receive so freely are those that are
selected to fit in with our already existing
concepts of what actually constitutes the ‘real
world’ or at least the cinematic real world as
constructed by the Hollywood film. We could
come to the conclusion that what is being
promoted is a highly filtered version of a
particular selected reality which has turned into
a shared experience of fantasy. Film-goers
experience these images of hybrid, multicultural
products as a kind of cultural tourism reframed
in relation to the generally understood model
of the Hollywood film.

The international
audience
Film-makers have to increasingly draw on
assorted sources and traditions in order to gain
access to different markets. Countries
themselves can be set up as product placements,
selling themselves as tourist destinations. The
increase in co-productions reflects the
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multinational’s need to diversify to maintain
profits and the film industry’s need to appeal to
the widest possible audiences. The contexts in
which the international audience receives these
films can be very diverse. Not all audiences use
films to broaden their knowledge of other
cultures. It may be necessary for them to
interpret them into a mode of expression that
they are more familiar with – to make the
foreign local. The American release of La
Haine translated the name of the manic
character Asterix as ‘Snoopy’, trading one
unfamiliar comic book character for a familiar
one, but also changing the meaning at the same
time.

The variety of films in circulation is subject to
the complexities of the international film
industry, tied up with the flow of capital from
one country to another. The import and export
of films have been linked to the fluctuations of
the exchange rate. After World War I German
films were cheap to export because devaluation
of the mark led to massive inflation. This led to
a boom in the German film industry boosted
by exports of films such as Das Kabinett des
Dr. Caligari / The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
(Robert Weine, 1919). In the late 1950s and
early 1960s the New Wave in Eastern European
cinema was inspired by the post-Stalinist thaw
but also encouraged by the need to enter the
Western markets that would provide valuable
foreign currency.

Film festivals, for so long the showcase for
World Cinema, are now big business. Their
proliferation has ensured that they are kept fed
with ‘international’ product. Recently released
international films are seen to offer something
different, their popularity accelerated by their
availability on DVD. At the same time their
success gives rise to the notion of ‘globalised’
movies – ones that are made for all audiences
and all tastes, with the homogeneity that this
might suggest.

Conceptions of nation:
The people as source of
culture
Concepts of nation and national identity centre
round a group of people who share a common
purpose. Studies by Gellner (1983)11, Anderson
(1983)12, Hobsbawm (1990)13 and Smith
(1991)14 offer reflections on how such groups
might be constructed, and why this should be
so. The shift that occurred in the late
eighteenth century ‘Age of Enlightenment’ was
given impetus by the American Revolution of
1776 and the French Revolution of 1789.
Democracy encouraged a notion of something
called ‘the people’ who determined the
governance of a country, as opposed to being
ruled by those whose absolute power was
conferred on them by a divine right.

‘The people’ were encouraged to think of
themselves as a group whose decisions would
affect all their lives. Assuming a group identity
was necessary in order to define themselves, to
decide who would be included. However, if a
group identity is inclusive it is also exclusive
and there are a variety of nations, people and
identities. This is even more apparent in multi-
racial countries with extreme levels of
deprivation. The representations of these
different groups in the films we see are
constructed according to what the film-maker
chooses to show us. They can disclose some
aspects and suppress others. City of God has
been described by one critic as ‘an
unforgettable epic portrayal of a people’.15 The
inhabitants of the Rio slums become
representatives of a whole nation. Being
identified as ‘the people’ can have negative
connotations:

In Brazil the ‘real’ country evoked by the
word ‘povo’ (people) is understood to be
the dark skinned nation of the poor, the
precariously literate and the ethnically
stigmatised, in sum, the victims of diverse
forms of exclusion. (Robert Stam, João
Luiz Viera, Ismail Xavier)16
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Certainly the idea of power and control over
their own lives is not relevant here, rather the
opposite is true. The ‘real’ people who are seen
as the providers of the true culture of a nation
can be those most excluded from its decision-
making. To find the ‘true’ Brazil do we need to
look at the people who are the subjects, not the
makers, of the films? Is it they who are the
makers of meaning, providers of the
distinctiveness that will give us insight into a
national culture?

Third World Cinema
The ‘Third World’ status of Brazil has
previously been an obstacle to making films
that could reach wide audiences. Latin
American cinema has been handicapped by the
way international film distribution works.
Multinational corporations in the developed
world make decisions about how, or even if, the
cultures of the underdeveloped world will be
disseminated. In countries with a history of
oppression these cultures as depicted in films
are often characterised by themes of poverty
and exploitation. This has sometimes led them
to reject the conventions of Hollywood and
other Western film industries in order to
present their audiences what David Cook calls:

…new ways of seeing their socio-political
reality. The ultimate goal of this process is
the reclamation of authentic forms of
national cultural expression long obscured
by imposed foreign values.17

Can these ‘authentic forms’ be easily absorbed
and understood by foreign audiences? The
history of Latin American film production
suggests that there has been much debate about
the depiction of their particular socio-political
reality and the forms that such depictions
should take.

2.2 LATIN
AMERICAN CINEMA

The Latin American
Market
After World War I Latin American cinema
became increasingly dominated by the USA
and national film production diminished. With
the transition to sound in the 1930s only
Mexico, Argentina and Brazil had large enough
markets to secure the investment and capital
needed to convert to the production of sound
films. Hollywood exported not only dubbed
versions of their own product but also made
some films in Spanish and Portuguese.

In the early days of World War II Hollywood
needed to fully exploit this South American
market in order to offset their losses in Europe.
There was also a necessity to counteract pro-
Axis influence in Latin America. Hitler targeted
the substantial German population in Brazil,
and Mussolini sought support from the large
number of Italians in countries such as
Argentina. Spain and Portugal, both ruled by
fascist dictators, had close linguistic and
spiritual ties with the continent. Politically as
well as economically the USA required South
America to be on side.

In 1940 the Officer of the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs (CIAA) was created to
promote the Good Neighbour Policy and
opened a Motion Picture Division under John
Hay Whitney. In order to maximise the appeal
of Hollywood movies the films had to do two
things – provide a more sympathetic picture of
Latin Americans (to counteract the villainous
stereotype so prevalent in American films) and
to produce motion pictures featuring Latin
stars using Latin American themes and
locations. Unlike cinema in some other so-
called Third World countries cinema in Latin
America developed close ties with Western
culture through its association with Hollywood.
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New Latin American
Cinema
After World War II, however, domestic film
production increased, especially in Mexico and
Brazil. Rising nationalism and militancy
manifested itself in the political movements of
the 1950s and 60s. Attention focused on social
and political change and from the early 1950s
young Latin American directors explored the
political potential of cinema. Films from Cuba,
Argentina, Mexico and Brazil inspired debates
around how they could represent a more
authentic national identity and become an
important weapon in both the instigation and
reflection of social change. This was heralded as
a new kind of cinema, using a documentary
style that rejected the Hollywood type of
studio-based production. In working with the
minimum of equipment the film-maker could
uncover a more genuine national identity
previously obscured by the trappings of the
studio film.

In the mid 1950s Fernando Birri founded the
Documentary Film School at the National
University of the Littoral in Santa Fe,
Argentina, pioneering socially committed film-
making in Latin America and the New Latin
American Cinema (Nuevo Cine Latino
Americano). Birri himself was in no doubt as to
the relationship between film and the reality it
aimed to represent:

There are basically two kinds of
filmmakers: one invents an imaginary
reality; the other confronts an existing
reality and attempts to understand it,
criticise it, judge it, and finally, translate it
into film…The new Latin American cinema
movement, as it has evolved and spread
over the length and breadth of Latin
America during the past twenty years, has
somehow justified those of us who decided
so many years ago to seek out our own
national reality and try to communicate it.
Not to invent it, but to re-invent it: to
interpret and transform it. (Fernando Birri)18

The movement Nuevo Cine Latino Americano
first made its appearance in Chile in 1967 at
the Festival of Latin American Cinema held in
Viña del Mar. It was committed to artistic
innovation and encompassed both ideology and
practice, producing written manifestos and
essays as well as the films themselves.

Latin American films, shown at European Film
festivals, were praised by European and North
American critics and written about in film
magazines as ‘Art’ Cinema. They represented
not only a radical agenda but also a
representation of national culture, under threat
from the onslaught of American products in
the 1960s.

Another Argentine, Fernando Solanas, together
with Octavio Getino from Spain, formulated
the ideas of Third Cinema in the late 1960s.
Again the emphasis was on film’s potential
influence in the political struggle. In Cuba Julio
García Espinosa published his manifesto For an
Imperfect Cinema in 1970.19 He proposed an
end to the separation between artist /
intellectuals and the working people who made
up the audience, echoing the Constructivist
theories formulated after the Russian
Revolution of 1917. Lenin had acknowledged
cinema as the most important of all the arts.
Latin American film-makers echoed this:

I know that cinema can’t change the world,
but I still feel that it’s the most important
means of expression in this century,
because it directs itself to the emotions
and the subconscious of the people.
Cinema has not changed the world, but the
way of understanding the world in this
century. (Carlos Diegues)20

Third Cinema
Film-makers, many of who had studied in
Europe, took the Cuban revolution and
Brazilian Cinema Novo as their model. In its
opposition to mainstream practice, and
perceived relevance to its indigenous culture,
the movement drew on Italian Neo-Realism,
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and the kind of social documentary that British
documentary film producer John Grierson had
called the ‘drama of the doorstep’. These kinds
of film practices could produce low cost activist
cinema, one that would remain true to its
national roots. Directors, given more freedom
than the Hollywood Studio system offered, did
not have to appeal to a universal market and
could address particularly relevant social issues.

The Manifesto by Solanas and Getino Hacia un
Tercer Cure / Towards a Third Cinema was
published in October 1969. It called for a new
kind of cinema, one that was ‘realist, national
and popular’. They defined such a cinema in
terms of its difference from Hollywood, not
only in terms of its content but also in the way
the films address their audience:

1 First Cinema: The ‘industrial’ cinema of
classical Hollywood, a ‘producer’s’ cinema
that encouraged passive spectatorship.

2 Second Cinema: An individualist ‘auteur
cinema’, an intellectual practice that also
positioned its audience as passive.

3 Third Cinema: A ‘militant’ socialist cinema
which would interact with the audience and
rouse the spectator to political action.

Film-makers as artists and intellectuals were
part of an elite minority. They took over the
task of representing the uneducated masses and
giving them a voice, hitherto denied them,
through their presentation on screen. They
found themselves part of a continuing debate as
to the form that radical films should take.

Radical cinema: Populist
or popular?
Certain critics accuse us of making
populist rather than popular cinema,
arguing that a genuinely popular cinema
must engage the people on a political level,
furthering the cause of popular revolution
(Nelson Pereira dos Santos)21

For those who saw cinema as a vital agent of
change it seemed necessary to oppose not only

the politics and content but also the form of
Hollywood cinema. In the 1920s Soviet film-
makers Eisenstein and Vertov had championed
montage cinema as a modernist revolutionary
style that could radically dislocate previous
ideas about film:

On the movie-house habitué the ordinary
fiction film acts like a cigar or cigarette on
a smoker. Intoxicated by the cine-nicotine,
the spectator sucks from the screen the
substance which sooths his nerves.

…. To intoxicate and suggest – the
essential method of the fiction film
approximates it to a religious influence,
and makes it possible after a certain time
to keep man in a permanent state of over
excited unconsciousness… Musical shows,
theatrical and cine-theatrical performances
and so on above all act upon the
subconscious of the spectator or listener,
distorting his protesting consciousness in
every possible way. (Dziga Vertov, 1924)22

The cinema in which these avant-garde ideas
could flourish existed in a different climate to
that of today. In the 1920s film was a medium
of entertainment, but for some it was a part of
the modernist sphere, used by avant-garde
artists in the USSR and elsewhere to represent
the break between the dead world of individual
bourgeois art and the new dynamic mechanical
world of the future. The mechanics of cinema
encouraged film-makers to experiment with
form. Much of the revolution relied on new
‘ways of seeing’. Latin America in the second
half of the twentieth century had other
conceptions to contend with. In the world of
Cinema Novo and Third Cinema Hollywood
films were part of a capitalist hegemony.
Cinema had to be disassociated from its
production values and way of story telling so
that it could once more become part of the
revolutionary avant-garde. Political film had
not only something to say about the experience
of real events but it was also able to examine
what it saw as their cause, and attempt to enter
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into an interactive dialogue with their audience.
This kind of experimental narrative was at odds
with the idea of its problems being solved by
individual actions, or easy and conclusive
closures.

In the twenty-first century, however,
experimentation can be seen to have been
appropriated through new technologies that
enable film-makers to present the spectator
with an array of effects and a plethora of
possible meanings. Has the avant-garde been
hijacked by the advertising industry and the
music video?

2.3 BRAZILIAN
CINEMA:
BACKGROUND,
HISTORY AND
SETTING

Brazil: The ‘distorted
mirror image’ of the USA
Brazil is part of the ‘developing world’ and the
largest country in Latin America, covering
about half the continent. It is the fifth largest
country in the world in terms of both land area
and its population of about 163.7 million. An
estimated 20 % of the population (32 million)
live in absolute poverty. The disparity between
those living below the poverty line (who receive
2% of the GDP) and the top 10% (who receive
50.6%) is greater than most other countries in
the world.

In their comprehensive study Johnson and
Stam23 propose that, both historically and
ethnically, Brazil is the country that most
resembles the USA. The histories of both are
those of colonisation by European powers in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and almost
genocidal subjection of the indigenous peoples.
Both countries engaged in struggle for

independence from their colonial masters,
gained by America from the British in the
eighteenth century and by Brazil from the
Portuguese in the nineteenth century. Both
economies were partly founded on the transport
of huge numbers of slaves from the west coast
of Africa, a practice abolished in the second half
of the nineteenth century. Their multi-ethnic
communities are today made up of the
descendants of these slaves, together with
immigrants from all over the world. The crucial
difference, as Johnson and Stam point out, is
that whereas American political independence
led to their economic independence, Brazil
became economically dependent and dominated
by the USA in the twentieth century.

Brazil as setting
The Third World status of Brazil, with its
inherent poverty and deprivation, was not the
image that was used to represent the country in
American films. Its climate, vegetation and
colourful population provided the settings for
escapist fare. In Flying Down to Rio (Thornton
Freeland, 1933) RKO teamed Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers to dance the Carioca against a
backdrop of what Time Out describes as ‘non-
stop opticals, which turn the film into a series
of animated postcards’. The image it conjures
up is of a land of exotic landscapes and idyllic
beaches forming the backdrop to hedonistic
and sensual pleasures. This myth of a tropical
paradise was personified in Carmen Miranda,
the ‘Brazilian Bombshell’ and the best-known
Brazilian star of the Studio Era. With the
closing down of the European market during
World War II Hollywood films needed to
attract the Latin American audience. Carmen
Miranda musicals provided the settings that
were thought to locate them in the South
American film-goer’s experience, as well as
providing ‘tropical’ escapism for the North
American spectator. Their locations varied –
Down Argentine Way (Irving Cummings,
1940), That Night in Rio (Irving Cummings,
1941), Weekend in Havana (Walter Lang,
1941) – but their message was the same. South
America was a playground and Carmen was its

2. Context
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NOTES:

23 See Randall Johnson and Robert Stam Brazilian Cinema op.cit.pp17, 18
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